Simple Aesthetics. Complementary Comfort.
Plaza is an essential chair for office spaces, optimally created for any possible workplace
environment. Whether it’s shared benches, open-spaces, small group meeting areas or large
conference rooms, its contemporary elements present a simple aesthetic look that effortlessly
adapts to the space you’re in and the different type of work you do. Combining aesthetics,
performance and comfort, Plaza is the perfect chair for your workplace.
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Aesthetics Enhanced for Effortless Interaction
Plaza fits into every work space. Easy discussions in a conference room,
distant learning and brainstorming group sessions in a meeting – Plaza is
your definitive chair, a clever choice that blends communication, interaction,
comfort and visual appeal.
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Product Highlight

Statement of Line
Chair with Armrest
Mechanism Intuitive Synchronized Mechanism
Frame Color Black / Dark Grey / Light Grey
Height 960mm - 1045mm
Depth 660mm

Flexible and Comfortable Back
Spine Support

Width 660mm
Seating Height 440mm - 525mm
Seating Depth 420mm
Seating Width 490mm

Polished Aesthetics
Aluminum Mechanism and Base

Advanced Breathable Mesh

Streamlined Seat Cushion

Your body is kept cool and
comfortable through Plaza’s highelasticity German mesh. Made with
durable nylon fiber, it enhances air
circulation and moisture absorption.

Designed to easily adapt to
the natural seated posture, the
streamlined seat cushion offers
comfort for extended periods
throughout the day.

Top-notched Intuitive
Synchronized Mechanism

High-tech
Intuitive Adjustment

Ergonomically designed, the Plaza
includes an external Intuitive
Synchronized Mechanism, allowing
the chair to be easily moved into the
recline position at the pull of a lever
for comfortable seating.

With its simple design and advanced
engineering, the Intuitive Adjustment
combines state-of-the-art ergonomic
functions and technology that
supports your every task and gesture.

Material Option
Mesh

Frost YS03

Fabric

Shadow YS02

Black YS01

Dark Grey

Black

Bone YZ03

Tauple YZ02

Dark Night YZ01

Frame Color

Light Grey

Remark:
Color variation may occur on printed matters. Please refer to swatch cards or actual product sample.
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